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To all whom it invay concein,
Be it known that I, THOMAS S. PARIXER, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Sche
nectady, ill the county of Schenectady and
5 State of New York, have invented certain new
and useful Improvemelts in Sewing-Machine
Trimmers; and I do declare the following to
be a full, clear, and exact description of the
invention, such as will enable others skilled
Io in the art to which it appertains to make and
use the same, reference being had to the ac
companying drawings, and to the letters and
figures of reference marked thereon, which

ing the movable knife arranged with a sta

tionary knife on each side, as hereinafter de
stribed.

iiike letters of reference are used to desig
nate the same parts throughout the several 55
The cloth-plate A is recessed or slotted lon
gitudinally for the reception of the bar B, to
which the lower knife, C, is connected, as
hereinafter described.
6o
As represented in Fig. 3, the bar B is Sup
ported by a slotted or bifurcated plate, ct, that
is
secured beneath the cloth-plate. The bar
form a part of this specification.
B
is provided with a slot, b, through which is
15 This invention relates to that class of sew passed a shouldered stud, c, that also passes 65
ing and trimming machines that are used for through a slot, d, formed in a horizontal knife,
trimming the edges of knit fabrics and similar D, that rests upon the knife-carrying bar B.
goods while the salme are being sewed.
It will be seen that by turning the stud caf
The drawings show a machine in which a ter it lias been passed through the slots cl and
2o lower stationary knife is arranged in an in ib the shoulders c' c' at each end of the stud 7o
clined or nearly vertical position between the will be made to bear or bind against the up
upper movable knife and the feed mechanism, per surface of the knife D and under surface
being adjustably secured to a knife-carrying
the plate (t, so as to hold a bar, B, and knife
bar having a longitudinal adjustment within of
ID in position.
25 a slot formed in the cloth-plate, said bar sup It will be observed that the lower portion 75
porting a horizontal stationary knife; and the of the bifurcated plate a, as shown in Fig. 6,
invention consists in the means of securing is provided with a slight swell, against which
and adjusting the movable and stationary the lower shoulder, c', of the stud c binds when
knives, and in certain novel features in the the stud is turned to the position shown in
3o construction, arrangement, and combination Fig. 6. By turning the stud c into the posi- 8o
of parts, as hereinafter more fully set forth. Ition shown in Fig. 5 it may be withdrawn
In the annexed drawings, illustrating the through the slots b and d. The rear end of
invention, Figure 1 is a rear elevation. Fig. the knife D is recessed or slotted at d to fit
2 is a plan. Fig. 3 is a perspective detail. around the shank of a handle, b, that is at
35 Fig. 4 is an end view. Fig. 5 is a side view tached to the knife-carrying bar B. The for-85
of the mechanism for supporting and adjust ward end of the knife-carrying bar B is curved
ing the lower knives, and shows the relative down, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, to form a
position of the upper and lower knives. Fig. bearing for the lower knife, C, and is so formed
6 is a longitudinal section of the bed or cloth that the nearly vertical lower knife, C, can be
4o plate and lower knife-carrying bars, and shows arranged or inclined at an angle with the up- go
the relative arrangement of the upper and per knife, E. This curved or in?lined portion
lower knives and the feed mechanism. Fig. 7 of the bar B is grooved to receive a tongue or
shows detail views illustrating the construc projection on the rear side of a clamping
tion of the lower vertically-inclined knife and plate, F, as shown in horizontal section in
45 the manner of attaching and adjusting the Fig. 7, said tongue or project ng portion of 95
same. Fig. 8 shows detail views illustrating the plate or clamp F being also caused to pass
the manner of attaching the upper knife to its through the slotted or bifurcated portion of
carrying-bar. Figs. 9 and 10 are details illus the knife-blade C, a screw, f, being used to
trating modifications in the form of the cut connect the parts.
5o ting-edge of the movable knife, and also show Jt will be seen that by simply loosening the IOO
views.
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34,

screw
f, without removing the clamp F, the inade in one piece witha the knife-carrying
bal'
knife C may be adjusted vertically to compenp

B, and instead of the stud c a thumb-screw
and nut, or other similar fastening device may
be employed. The upper or movable knife,
5
E, is preferably attached to the lower end of
a
vertically-reciprocating bar, I, by means of
itself
is
arranged
between
the
feed
mechanism
a
clamp, J, and screws ( f, as shown in Fig.
G and the upper knife, E.
S,
so that it may be readily removed or be
Adjoining the feed mechanism, and between adjusted
vertically by simply loosening said
O it and the lower knife, is a bridge-piece, H,
screws
and
claimp without entirely removing
that may be integral with the cloth-plate or
same. It will be seen that the clamp J is
formed as a portion of a separate plate, H', the
perforated for the passage of the screws of g,
that is attached to the cloth-plate, as shown in while
the upper edge of the knife-blade E is
Figs. 2 and 3. This bridge-piece serves to sup
I 5 port the goods against the action of the cult notched at ee for a similar purpose, the notches
the knife to be adjusted without
ting mechanism while in operation. If de permitting
'emoving the clamp or screws. Instead of at
sired, however, the bridge-piece may be dis taclling
the knife in this manner, however, it
pensed with, the feed being then arranged may be connected
to the bar I by any ordi
more closely to the lower knife, against the analy or suitable means.
The vertically-recip
cutting-edge of which the goods will be closely l'ocating bar I, that carries
the movable knife
borne by the action of the presser-foot.
E, is supported in a box or casing, K, that is
By arranging the cutting-edge of the lower slotted
on one side, as shown in Fig. 1, to per
knife, C, between the upper knife and the feed
the knife-carrying bar to be connected to 9O
it is apparent that the cutting or trimining amitvibratory
lever, II, that is pivoted to an ad
will be done in Such a manner as to leave the: * justable support,
MI, which also carries the
sewed edges of the goods or fabric perfectly box Ol' casing K. This
is similar
smooth, thus avoiding the rough edges that re to that sino win in Lettersconstruction
Patent
No.
270,467,
sult when the position of the knives is reversed. gi'anted to me January 9, 1SS3, and need
not
This manner of arranging the cutting mech be particularly described at this time. The
anism-namely, with the lower vertical knife
end of the level i, is connected at two
C between the upper knife and feed--also does l'eal
points
Segilent, N, that is also con
away with the usual necessity of providing nected totoaasloited
link,
O,
that has a pivoted con
devices for clanping the goods on the side of nection with a lever, l,
that is adjustably con O)
the upper knife farthest from the needle.
lected to a l'oeik-shaft, S, by means of a sleeve
Instead of the tendency of the upper or innov. : and
set-screws, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
able knife or cutter to draw the goods do y line slotted
N has a pivoted connec
and away from the lower or stationary knife, tion with theSegment
lever
L
and link O, and is pro
as in some other machines, it will be seen that vided with a thumb-screw
and nut, Q, by which
the effect produced by the arrangement of the lever L. may be adjusted
secured to
devices above described will be directly op vary the throw of the movableand
knife
posite, as the upper or movable cutter will By means of the adjustable support M,E.which
draw the goods taut against the lower cutter, is capable
endlwise adjustment in a brack
thereby producing a smooth-cut edge, and at et attaciledof an
to
the movable
the same time dispensing with any clamping knife E may alsothebe cloth-plate,
adjusted laterally to or
45 device. The upper knife, E, and lower knife, from
the edge of the stationary knife C. The
C, are both capable of vertical and endwise
knife D may be used as a lower knife
adjustment to and from the line of stitch. horizontal
eitler with or without the lower inclined
It will be seen that the mannel of arrang knife, C.
ing the lower knife, C, as above described When the k life D is used in connection with l I5
readily admits of this adjustment, and also
knives C and E, the several knives will be
permits the knife to be entirely removed when the
arranged
shown in Figs. 5, 6, 9, and 10.
required. The lower knife, C, together with There willasthus
one upper knife and two
its supporting-bar 13, may be readily removed low cle knives, onebelhorizontal
and the other ver
by turning the clamping-stud c, so as to un tical, or nearly so, and the cutting-edges
of the
55 lock it from its place under the bed or cloth
lower
knives
will
form
a
slot
with
cutting
plate of the machine. The horizontal knife edges for the reception of the cutting-edge of
D, that rests on the knife-carrying bar B flush
upper k life. In this case the upper knife
with the bed-plate, is also removable, and may the
will be preferably made in the form of a punch, I25
be adjusted longitudinally to hold the upper as
in Fig. 9, so as to present to the fab
or movable cutter, E, against the edge of the ricshown
a
square
or rectangular surface, or it may
lower vertical cuttel', C., at the same time form legrooved longitiuttinally
its lower end to
ing with the bridge-piece H a slot or opening, form a cutting-edge on eachonside,
as shown in
in which the upper knife reciprocates, and Fig. lt).
aiding in keeping the goods from being drawn it will be see that whenever it is desired
down by the action of Said knife. This hori
change the distance between the line of cut
zontal knife D, while preferably constructed to
and
the line of Stitch, which is done by ad
and arranged as shown, may, if desired, bo justing
the upper knife, E, laterally, the lower
sate for Wear.

By referring to Figs. 5 and 6 it will be ob
served that the cutting-edge of the lower knife,
C, is flush with the cloth-plate, while the knife

knives, C and D, can then be readily adjusted-

to bear on both sides of the upper knife, thus
forming a perfect-fitting slot, within which the
upper knife may be operated.
It is obvious that if the upper knife or cut
ter, E, is made with rectangular edges, as shown
in Fig. 9, and is arranged in the slot for in ed
by the cutting-edges of the lower knives, C
and D, it will act as a punch against the cut
O ting-edges of said lower knives, so as to sever
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3. In a sewing-machine trimmer, the com

bination of an upper knife, a slotted cloth
plate, a nearly vertical lower knife, a knife- 4O
carrying bar curved at one end and provided
with an inclined bearing for said lower knife,
means for adjustably securing said knife, a
horizontal knife resting on the knife-carrying
bar, and forming oneside of a slot that receives 45
the cutting-edge of the upper knife, and means
for securing and imparting a longitudinal ad
the fabric with a clean cult and leave it with a justinent to the knife-carrying bar and hori
smooth edge.
". . . . . zontal knife, substantially as described.
The rock-shaft S is actuated by a lever, ii, 4. In a sewing-machine trimmer, the com
and connected mechanism in the ordinary bination of the slotted cloth - plate A, feed
manner, as represented in Fig. 1, the feed in cc mechanism (;, bridge-piece H, movable knife
anism, needle-arm T, and upper knife, E, be E, slotted knife-carrying bar B, the lower sta
ing thus simultaneously operated. The press. tionary knife, C, adjustably secured to said
er-foot U is connected with the heal W in the i bar by means of a clamp, F, and screwsf, and 55
ordinary manner.
arranged in a vertically-inclined position with
From the foregoing description the opera its eitting-edge between the upper knife and
tion of the machine will be readily understood, the feed, the horizontal slotted knife D, rest
and need not be further explained.
What I claim as my invention is
1. In a sewing-machine trimmer, the corn
bination of an upper movable knife, a lower
stationary knife arranged horizontally on one
side of Said upper knife, and a lower station

l

ing on the knife-carrying bar B, and the shoul
dered stud c, adapted to clamp said parts in
position, substantially as described.

3. In a seiving-machine trimmer, the com
bilation of the movable knife E, the slotted
cloth-plate A, the knife-carrying bar B, the
ary knife arranged in a vertically-inclined po. lower stationary knife, C, having clamp F and
sition on the opposite side of the upper knife, screw f, and means for imparting longitudi
substantially as described.
nal adjustment to the lower knife-carrying
2. In a sewing-machine trimmer, the com bar, substantially as described.
bination of an upper knife, a slotted cotia in testimony whereof I affix my signature in
plate, a nearly vertical lower knife adjustably presence of two witnesses.
secured to a knife-carrying bar having a lon.
THOYIAS S. PARKER.
gitudinal adjustment within a slot formed in: Witnesses:
the cloth-plate, and means for securing said
BENJAAIN PARKER,
bar in position, substantially as described.
JOHN F. CLUTE.

